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Steps You Can Take To Become A Better Team Soccer Player

1. Always try to bring the ball to your feet as quickly as possible -
 The sooner you have control on the ground the quicker you can
 move the ball towards your opponents goal.
2. Don’t be afraid to dribble the ball if you have space in front of you -
 Get confident in your ability to move with the ball. Draw the defender in
 to you and release the ball to your team-mates before the space closes down.
3. The ball DOES NOT always have to be moving forward -
 If you get into trouble OR if you don’t have someone to pass to, turn the ball and play it  
 back or across the field to your team-mates.  When under pressure always play the ball the  
 way you are facing.
4. KEEP POSSESSION -
 The best way to win a game is to limit the amount of time the other team gets to touch the  
 ball. Make good passes and concentrate on “connecting” with your team to keep possession. 
5. Make all your passes GREAT passes -
 Better that your pass be too hard than too soft. A weak pass is too easily intercepted by the  
 opposing team. Connect your passes. CONNECT! CONNECT! CONNECT! 
6. Play physical and CONSTANTLY attack the ball -
 Nothing disrupts a well-organized team more than pesky players that are willing to constantly  
 attack them when they have the ball.
7. DO NOT fall for fakes and stay with the player -
 Watch the ball not their hips or feet. Once they make a pass, follow the player NOT the ball. 
8. FIRST TOUCH! FIRST TOUCH! FIRST TOUCH! -
 Your first touch will either make you or break you. Make sure the ball does not get away from 
  you on your first touch. 
9. Run TO the ball, DO NOT wait for it to come to you -
 Waiting for a ball to come to you invites the defending team to sweep in and beat you to the ball. 
10. DO NOT panic when you have the ball -
 You are strong, you are smart, you know how to protect the ball, you know how to make a  
 good pass. Remember #4. KEEP POSSESSION.
11. Every pass you make is followed by a run to an open space -
 Do not become an admirer of your passes. The work is not over as soon as you have passed  
 the ball. Your team-mate made a run for you now you must make a run for them.
12. Close down defensively on the person with the ball quickly -
 An offensive player cannot score if you are standing between them and your goal.
13. DEFEND as a team and ATTACK as a team -
 Just because you are a forward does not mean you do not play defense. The most successful 
 teams are the ones where everybody shares the work.
14. The team should move as a unit -
 Imagine a rubber band attached to the players in front and to the side of you. Move together. 


